Plan to Broaden Liberal Arts Curricula

New Air Front Edges Japs Commands Navy from Two Chinese Seas

Supposed a Large Ship Traveled by Night

THREE OF THE GAINS AIR FORCE IN CHINA. VICKS NEW YORK—Orders of the Chinese for a Chinese-American command in the Philippine district has been given a large ship traveling the North China Sea. Japanese air force have been ordered to follow the command.

Patriotic Theme to be Featured at Senior Ball

Heart of Liberty

Term Play Draws Full Praise from Audience of 20

Harold Clower

Education Students to View Community Life

An upcoming opportunity is presented by the opportunity for students to view the community life through the Eyes of the Educator Program. The program is designed to give students a better understanding of the role of the educator in society and to promote a sense of responsibility for the education of the community. The program includes a tour of various educational institutions, interviews with educators, and discussions on the role of education in society. Students can learn more about the importance of education and the challenges faced by educators in their work. This program aims to foster a deeper appreciation for the role of education in society and the work of educators. Students are encouraged to participate in this program to gain a broader perspective on the role of education in society.
THE LESS SAID...  Grin and Bear It...  By Lichte

In Campus Quarters
By WALTER McNeal and RO. HOY"
Yankee Fliers Blast Targets on Continent

LONG BEACH, Calif., March 2—(AP)—The Red Army gave a taste of its protection during two raids on the Norwegian airfields at Long Beach. The raids were reported to have been made by German pilots who were using Norwegian bases.

The Red Army gave a taste of its protection during two raids on the Norwegian airfields at Long Beach. The raids were reported to have been made by German pilots who were using Norwegian bases.

The raids were made by German pilots who were using Norwegian bases.

Communities in Drive on Poland

First Spring Term Short Course to be Offered

EDUCATION

Placement Director Lists New Demands for Reserve Help

CLASSIFIED ADS

LOST

WANTED

LET'S GO BOWLING and PLAY BILLIARDS
RAINBOW RECREATION
Organize the Union

THE LESS SAID

It Pays to Advertise

the Classified Way

Fax or bring your reply to the first day.

PER WORD

25¢ per word. 30¢ minimum

REDUCED RATES for Two or More Insertions

2 days .55
3 days .85
4 days 1.00
5 days 1.25

THE MICHIGAN STATE NEWS
Union Annex Ext. 263

Tomorrow Night
The Senior Class Presents
Fletcher Henderson and his Orchestra

Auditorium Semi-Formal

$2.25 per Couple
General Clark Views Battle Scene

Allies Regain Area

Lost to Nazis in Early Offensive

Yank Forts, Liberators

Doom Fragmentation

Rommel on Germans

ALFRED HARRIET, SALT LAKE CITY, March 5 (AP) — Maj. Gen. Mark W. Clark, visiting the Allied forcesheadquarters, before going back into a position captured by the Allied forces, said the Germans would feel the full force of the American and British forces, which had been steadily advancing in that area.

The Allies, he said, had taken a strong position that had prevented the Germans from advancing any further. The American and British forces, he said, had been fighting a retreat for several days, and had been forced to withdraw from the line of the American and British forces. The Germans had been forced to withdraw from the line of the American and British forces.

HONOBES TO INSTALL STUDENTS TONIGHT

A STR Program to be Expanded

WASHINGTON, March 5 (AP) — The army said tonight that a forthcoming broadcast by the State Department of information would be expanded.

This was done to give the American people a broader picture of the situation in Europe. The broadcast, which will be given by the State Department, will be expanded to give the American people a broader picture of the situation in Europe.

ATTACK IN AFRICA

The attack on the island of Madagascar was described as an important step in the campaign to make the African continent a great power.

The attack, which was described as an important step in the campaign to make the African continent a great power, was described as a great step in the campaign to make the African continent a great power.

COFFIN NIGHTS

Cotton Nighties

Printed lawns trim with lace, 3.00

Jacobson's

Open Thursday evenings until 9

The Cotton Nighties

"The Cotton Nighties"

The Cotton Nighties

Create a Memory at

The Flower and Gift Shoppe

VERA FOSTER

134 N. Water Street